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Abstract

Brain degeneration and damage is difficult to cure due to the limited endogenous

repair capability of the central nervous system. Furthermore, drug development for

treatment of diseases of the central nervous system remains a major challenge. How-

ever, it now appears that using human pluripotent stem cell-derived neural cells to

replace degenerating cells provides a promising cell-based medicine for rejuvenation

of brain function. Accordingly, a large number of studies have carried out preclinical

assessments, which have involved different neural cell types in several neurological

diseases. Recent advances in animal models identify the transplantation of neural

derivatives from pluripotent stem cells as a promising path toward the clinical applica-

tion of cell therapies [Stem Cells Transl Med 2019;8:681-693; Drug Discov Today

2019;24:992-999; Nat Med 2019;25:1045-1053]. Some groups are moving toward

clinical testing in humans. However, the difficulty in selection of valuable critical qual-

ity criteria for cell products and the lack of functional assays that could indicate suit-

ability for clinical effect continue to hinder neural cell-based medicine development

[Biologicals 2019;59:68-71]. In this review, we summarize the current status of pre-

clinical studies progress in this area and outline the biological characteristics of neural

cells that have been used in new developing clinical studies. We also discuss the

requirements for translation of stem cell-derived neural cells in examples of stem cell-

based clinical therapy.
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Significance statement

Human pluripotent stem cell-derived neural cells provide a promising cell-based medicine for

the treatment of neurological diseases. There are many challenges for cell derivatives prepara-

tion and quality evaluation, as well as for the establishment of critical quality attributes for cell-

based products. This review outlines the biological characteristics of neural cells that have been

used in clinical studies and summarizes the requirements of neural cells in stem cell-based clini-

cal therapy for translation.

1 | INTRODUCTION

The nervous system is the control center for various cognitive and

motor functions of human beings, and its disruption can lead to severe

neurological disorders.1-4 In recent years, neurological disorders have

become an increasingly significant cause of death and disability glob-

ally, such as neurodegenerative disease and neural damage, which

affected 9 million and 276 million people, respectively, in 2016.5

Because of the limited capacity of the central nervous system (CNS)

to spontaneously repair itself, there is still a paucity of curative treat-

ments for diseases of the CNS.

Cell-based replacement therapy has long been a very promising

approach in the treatment of neurological diseases.6 Fetal brain-

derived neural stem cells (NSCs) and ventral midbrain (VM) tissue

have shown positive effects in the treatment of stroke7 and

Parkinson's disease (PD),3 respectively. However, the application of

fetal tissue is often restricted due to the ethical restrictions and varia-

tion of cell quality.8,9 Human pluripotent stem cells (hPSCs), including

human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) and human induced pluripotent

stem cells (hiPSCs), provide a viable source of neuronal cells for trans-

plantation because of their indefinite self-renewal capacity and multi-

differentiation potential into desired ectodermal cell types. Until now,

several hPSC-derived neuronal cell types have been successfully

tested in neurological diseases models where in vivo safety and effi-

cacy have been proved.10,11 First-in-human clinical studies have also

been initiated in some countries.8

There are still many challenges for the preparation and quality

evaluation of cell derivatives, including the choice of the appropriate

cell types and optimal differentiation stage for transplantation, pre-

clinical animal models, quality control (QC), and quality standards for

all stages in the manufacturing process, including cryopreservation,

product formulation, transportation, and assessment in appropriate

potency assays. Therefore, the evaluation and QC of stem cells in clin-

ical use, as well as the establishment of critical quality attributes for

cell-based products,4 have long been a major issue restricting the clini-

cal application and future commercialization of stem cells.

Because of differing national requirements, many countries have

developed local laws and regulations, leading to difference in

regulatory policies between countries. In recent years, the Interna-

tional Stem Cell Banking Initiative (ISCBI) brought worldwide

researchers together to publish a series of documents including white

papers and meeting reports on ISCBI publications (https://www.iscbi.

org/copy-of-expertise). These documents and ongoing ISCBI work-

shop discussions developed global consensus from expert centers for

the clinical translation of hPSCs. These include cell QC principles,

attention to the ethical requirements of donor selection, cell bank

operation, cell safety evaluation, and raw materials selection. These

aspects can help to promote the translation of stem cell research to

therapies and ensure the quality and safety of the final cell prod-

uct.12-15 ISCBI has coordinated with other organizations to contribute

to other international forums on standardization in cell-based medi-

cine manufacture including meetings of the International Alliance for

Biological Standardization16 (www.iabs.org). More specifically, in the

area of stem cell-based therapy for PD, international coordination has

been provided by the GForce-PD (a new global initiative around stem

cell-based therapies for PD, http://www.gforce-pd.com/). In this

review, we summarize general principles for preclinical studies of stem

cell therapy. The aim of this review is to provide guidance for early

academic product developers in their efforts to promote clinical trans-

lation of stem cells to cell-based medicine, but it should be used in the

context of overarching national or local laws.

2 | EARLY PRINCIPLES AND PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT

2.1 | Ethics principles of cell acquisition

Both hESCs and hiPSCs cannot be produced without human donors,

and donor cell acquisition should comply with internationally recog-

nized principles (guidelines issued by ISSCR in 2016) and local laws

and regulations.17,18 Briefly, each cell line should have informed con-

sent signed by donors/responsible doctor and ethical support files

from the hospital. In addition, in view of the need for safety and trace-

ability, donors should be informed of restrictions on privacy protec-

tion. For detailed discussion see ISCBI 2015.12
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2.2 | Selection of cell donor

Embryos or cell donors should undergo careful risk assessment and

screening for various potential human infectious pathogens. Typically,

these include the serious blood-borne viral diseases such as human

immunodeficiency virus (HIV), hepatitis B virus (HBV), hepatitis C

virus (HCV), human T-cell lymphotropic virus (HTLV), Epstein-Barr

virus (EBV), cytomegalovirus (CMV), and syphilis.12 However, other

organisms may need to be considered based on information from the

donor selection process. Genetic disease should also be considered

for professional donor assessment. It is recommended to collect the

donor information of ABO blood group, human leukocyte antigen

(HLA) classes I and II genotype from a donor blood sample. These data

may prove useful to check identity of the derived cell line but will also

be important if there is a possibility to match cell line blood and tissue

type to reduce patient immune response to therapeutic cells.

2.3 | Appropriate neural cell type

Suitable cell differentiation condition establishes the cell fate along the

anteroposterior axis and the dorsoventral axis in the embryonic neural

tube, leading to the diversity of neuronal cells.19 Each cell phenotype

has distinct properties and performs unique functions in vivo. For

example, PD is caused by the loss of midbrain dopaminergic neurons

(mDA) in the substantia nigra, which projects to the dorsolateral stria-

tum.20 Therefore, the goal of PD cell therapy is to restore the lost DA

in patients. Several studies have proved that only mDA cells can estab-

lish the correct connectivity within the host tissue to have suitable

therapeutic outcomes in PD models, while forebrain/hindbrain neurons

will not bring any recovery.20-23 These results showed that in vivo effi-

cacy of grafted neurons was largely determined by their intrinsic char-

acteristics. Another example is amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS),

which is characterized by the loss of upper and lower motor neurons

(MNs) mainly caused by toxicity of reactive astrocytes. Transplanted

MNs may be vulnerable and susceptible. In this case, to improve the

microenvironment by transplantation of healthy astrocytes may be a

powerful treatment in addition to transplantation of MNs.24,25

On the other hand, for the treatment of other nervous system damage,

such as brain injury, stroke, and spinal cord injury (SCI), which involve loss of

function of many nerve cell types and dramatic changes in local microenvi-

ronment, there are still challenges to restore the connectivity using a single

type of neuronal cell. This would entail different considerations regarding

the neural replacement. NSCs can not only differentiate into neuronal cells,

but also secrete neurotrophic factors.26 Therefore, NSCs are a promising

therapeutic cell type worthy of consideration and would be expected to

replace damaged cells and promote axonal regeneration.27,28

2.4 | Stage of cells for transplantation

Another important consideration of the hPSCs-based neural replace-

ment therapy is the suitable stage for transplantation. Early stage

neural progenitors give rise to high yield of surviving neurons, but

have the risk of uncontrolled proliferation, while mature neurons

showed poor survival postgraft,29,30 which is confirmed by several

fetal brain tissue transplantation studies.31 The survival of grafted

cells and behavior improvement of animal models will provide some

clues to appropriate cell stages for transplantation. It is essential,

therefore, to find out the specific markers in different stages such as

proliferative progenitors, postmitotic neuroblasts and mature neurons.

Based on the research experience of cell therapy for PD, early

postmitotic stage neurons are most widely used for transplantation.31

For astrocytes, lineage-restricted progenitors are also widely used for

transplantation,32 whereas further studies are still needed to deter-

mine the optimal cell phenotypes at each manufacturing stage.

3 | GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS IN QC OF
CELL MANUFACTURING

3.1 | Quality management system

A well-constructed QMS is crucial to help assure reliable output from

cell bank operation and cell production. It is also recommended to fol-

low good manufacturing practices (GMP) that are applicable for

licensed products and will be required for final manufacture of the

respective cell-based medicine.

The QMS should be specific to the manufactured product,

describing the manufacturers' responsibilities, standards adopted and

a summary of all manufacturing procedures used. It should include all

standard operating procedures used and higher level quality docu-

ments relevant to the manufacturing process which may include, but

is not limited to, donor sample collection, raw material selection, facil-

ity validation/qualification, bioprocessing methods, QC, storage, prod-

uct release, shipment and staff training procedures, and so on. The

QMS should also ensure the traceability of all materials and proce-

dures used from the original material to the final product. This is vital

to demonstrate all procedures have been carried out as described and

this is fundamental to GMP. It is typically described in a summary doc-

ument sometimes called a quality manual which identifies the general

procedures and associated standards and policies. For a review spe-

cific to hPSCs, refer to the ISCBI report.12

3.2 | Cell line banking process

To prepare the clinical cell product, the first step is to assure suitabil-

ity of donors used to establish hPSCs, preservation of early stocks of

production cells, and selection of appropriate scientifically selected

QC and safety testing lines to meet GMP standards.12 This will include

the selection and qualification of reagents and materials (eg, “xeno-
free” and chemically defined media, medium supplements, cell detach-

ment reagents, tissue culture-ware) to applicable standards such as

ISO13485. In order to reduce the variability of different batches of

cells in the production process, a multilevel cell bank system is
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recommended as the starting point for supply of production cultures,

including quality-controlled master cell banks (MCB) and working cell

banks (WCB).12,14

3.3 | QC of hPSCs

As a starting material, the quality of the hPSCs is important to help

assure the quality and reproducibility of the final product. To ensure

that the cell line retains effective and stable ability to differentiate

into target cells under long-term expansion, it is essential to imple-

ment appropriate QC assays for cell banked material, including tests

of cell morphology, viability, DNA fingerprinting, karyotype, sterility,

mycoplasma, viral, appropriate hPSCs markers expression and three

germ layers formation ability.12,14,33-37 A notable point is that batch-

to-batch variation of hPSCs maybe a dominant source of process vari-

ation. Therefore, there is a need for development of a large number of

hPSCs of the same batch.

3.4 | Product process management

The quality of the cell product must be strictly controlled during the

whole production process. The QMS should indicate specific QC tests,

including cell marker and microbiological tests, at critical steps as

these are a crucial element of quality assurance for cell production.

These can ensure the supply of reproducible cell preparations with a

specific passage level during a long preparation period. For hPSC-

derived products, the process mainly includes two parts: hPSC pro-

duction and neuronal cell production. In the first part, hPSCs are

expanded under in-process testing to ensure hPSCs maintain intrinsic

characteristics, for example, biomarkers, genetic integrity. Accordingly,

MCB and WCB of the production hPSC line are established under QC

check test as described in Section 3.3. In the second part, cell product

is prepared with several QC tests performed at different time points

during differentiation. The current generic published workflows for a

neuronal cell production manufacturing process used by several

groups are summarized in Figure 1.34,36,38

3.5 | Purity of cells for transplantation

A major challenge of hPSCs-based neural replacement therapy is to

precisely obtain desired cell types with high homogeneity. Because

the remaining undifferentiated cells or untargeted cells carry inherent

safety risks, it is necessary to figure out the full composition of final

cell product and eliminate the known residual stem cells before trans-

plantation. Previous clinical evidence has suggested that the contami-

nating 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT) neurons may cause side effects

called graft-induced dyskinesia after transplantation in PD patients.39

Furthermore, preclinical studies also showed that residual progenitor

cells can excessively proliferate in the brain40 or form cystic-like struc-

tures in the spinal cord.41 Some groups have developed strategies to

improve cell purity, such as cell sorting using specific surface

F IGURE 1 An overview of
manufacturing workflow of clinical
neuronal cells. In-process test (hPSCs):
morphology, karyotype, sterility,

mycoplasma, viral. QC check point
1 (hPSCs): morphology, karyotype,
sterility, mycoplasma, viral, cell number,
viability, endotoxin, hPSCs marker
expression, three germ layers formation
ability. QC check point 2 (hPSCs):
morphology, karyotype, sterility,
mycoplasma, cell number, viability,
endotoxin, hPSCs marker expression. QC
check point 3 (intermediate product):
morphology, neural marker expression,
cell number, sterility, mycoplasma. QC
check point 4 (final product, before
cryopreservation): morphology, neural
marker expression, residual
undifferentiated hPSCs, cell number,
viability, sterility, mycoplasma. Release
test (final product, after cryopreservation):
neural marker expression, cell number,
viability, sterility, mycoplasma, endotoxin,
maturation ability test. hPSCs, human
pluripotent stem cells; MCB, master cell
bank; QC, quality control; WCB, working
cell bank
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markers42,43 and adding quercetin in the medium to eliminate

undifferentiated cells.44 Note: It should be confirmed by validation

studies that no undifferentiated cells remain in the cell product.

3.6 | Cell formulation and preservation

Unlike traditional small-molecule chemicals, cells are “living drugs.”
Biological processes such as metabolism, secretion, and death occur

all the time and cells respond to changes in their environment. There-

fore, it is important to establish an effective cell preservation regime

to retain the cell preparation characteristics. In general, there are two

main types of formulations: fresh nonfrozen cells34 and cryopreserved

cells.45 Fresh cell preparations retain cell viability and characteristics

very well, but this is typically short lived, thus, fresh live cells are not

suitable for long-term storage and full QC testing. In contrast,

cryopreserved cells have a long shelf life, which makes the full QC and

safety release testing possible prior to administration. Nevertheless,

the freezing and thawing processes may cause cell damage, cell selec-

tion, and delay in recovery of function.45 Recently, some studies have

selected suitable cryopreservation solutions for neuronal cells.46,47

These require appropriate cooling rates and thawing conditions vali-

dated for each neuronal cell product, suggesting that precisely con-

trolled cooling and warming conditions will further improve cell

viability.48 Notably, the same study showed that the viability and

recovery of cells at 24 hours post-thawing could more accurately

reflect the effect of cryopreservation and this is a principle now well

established in cell cryobiology.49 No matter what formulation is used,

the stability of the cell product during storage (liquid nitrogen cryo-

preservation and temporary storage before cell implantation) and

transportation should be studied as described in the International

Council on Harmonization of Technical Requirements for Pharmaceu-

ticals for Human Use guideline Q5C (https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/

ich-q5c-stability-testing-biotechnologicalbiological-products).

3.7 | Cell product release testing

The critical quality attributes of cell product are the prerequisite for

its safety and efficacy in vivo.4 It can be important to test a pre-

determined proportion of each product lot which may be taken from

any appropriate part of the lot. The establishment of an evaluation

system requires a series of in vitro tests, including the tests for biolog-

ical contamination (microorganisms and endotoxin), cell viability, cell

number, morphology, biomarkers, and ability to differentiate into

mature neurons.34-37 The related tolerances for release testing should

also be developed based on a review of the data from multiple pro-

duction batches. In addition, the appearance of genetic variants during

culture processes is a major aspect of cell safety risk. The use of a

genome integrity assay such as whole-genome sequencing could be

helpful, but it will be important to understand the relevance of any

genetic changes observed during culture to patient safety. Although

there is no unified standard for determining genome stability, several

published studies provide valuable reference.34,36,50 To avoid the

tumorigenic hazards that may be associated with genetic variants, it

may be helpful to choose cells with no detected large abnormalities or

nonsynonymous mutation in cancer related genes. However, such

detection methods can only provide a generic cancer risk assessment,

not a certification of in vivo safety.

4 | PRECLINICAL ASSESSMENT IN VIVO

4.1 | Location of cell transplantation

Tissue replacement or local nutrition is the main purpose of neuronal

cell transplantation and so it is desirable to deliver cells to the target

sites. For example, cell transplantation in stroke has mainly focused

on transplantation of cells in the ischemic penumbra to rescue the

dying cells and rebuild the neural network,51 whereas, for ALS, intra-

thecal injection is the best route for neuronal cell transplantation.24,52

For PD treatment, current strategies involve grafting cells into the

dorsal striatum53,54 or substantia nigra.21,55 On the other hand, trans-

plantation at one to two sites can provide neural innervation in

rodents.21,56 In contrast, the primate brain is much bigger than rodent

brain and to achieve sufficient innervation in this case, cell transplan-

tation at multiple sites is generally required. In fact, three to eight

injection tracts per hemisphere have been attempted in PD clinical

studies.36,57-59 Thus, the cell transplantation strategy for small animals

is likely insufficient to model human therapy. Subsequently, non-

human primate models have unique advantages in evaluation of

grafting strategy, because the brain of nonhuman primate has similar

size and structure to human brain.

4.2 | Toxicity test and dose tolerance

Definition of the cell toxicity and dose tolerance are key questions for

a new drug. Toxicity tests should follow the clinical route of cell trans-

plantation and study the toxicity effects to target and nontarget

organs (eg, liver, heart, kidney). In general, the high-dose cell adminis-

tration may produce a greater safety risk. It is generally considered

best practice to set different dose groups in animal experiments and

determine the maximum feasible dose, which will provide support to

the clinical research. Dose determinations may also be more challeng-

ing where the cells are likely to proliferate in vivo. Typically, rats or

mice usually receive a total of 50 000 to 400 000 cells in brain30,35,45

or 100 000 to 2.4 million cells in spinal cord.24,60,61

4.3 | Overgrowth and tumorigenicity assay

Uncontrolled proliferation and tumor formation are two major consid-

erations for the safety of hPSC-derived cells. Especially for the ner-

vous system, excessive cell growth will impact the host's cell

networks and lead to dysfunction. It is therefore necessary to
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investigate the graft volumes and proliferation markers by histopatho-

logical and immunohistochemical analysis in sufficient numbers of ani-

mals. Previous work suggests that the graft volume might be primarily

due to the nature of cells that are used for transplantation. For exam-

ple, younger neural cells (such as SOX1 + PAX6 + KI67+) or less dif-

ferentiated mDA neurons get extensive expansion in recipient

brains,62,63 while purified neuron preparations suffer from significant

cell loss and graft size reduction compared with that of unpurified

cells.40

In addition, carcinogenicity or oncogenicity should also be taken

seriously, which is distinct from cell tumorigenicity. Carcinogenicity/

oncogenicity refers to tumor formation of the host's normal cells stim-

ulated by agent, while tumorigenicity is associated with grafted

cells.12 To determine the contamination of undifferentiated hPSCs,

some groups have performed spiking studies by mixing different pro-

portions of hPSCs and cell products.34,35

4.4 | Survival and distribution in vivo

The purpose of neuronal cell graft is to achieve long-term survival in

the host and replace the lost cells; however, due to cell digestion,

mechanical damage, changes in the microenvironment, and so on, a

large number of grafted cells will die and lead to abrogation of func-

tion. Several reports have showed that the survival rate of

transplanted DA is less than 10%.31 Furthermore, studies also shown

that events occurring within the first week after cell transplantation

are critical to cell survival,64 which makes it possible to predict the

number of surviving cells at an early stage. Significant advances have

been made to enhance the survival of transplanted cells via p53

inhibition,65 polysialic acid expression66 or GDNF injection.30

Although neuronal cells show little evidence of long-distance

migration from the injection site, it is necessary to demonstrate cell

distribution post infusion. For this purpose, noninvasive cell tracking

methods will help researchers monitor animals over time, instead of

sacrificing animals at multiple time points.

4.5 | Cell fate in vivo

As mentioned above, neuronal cell transplantation is mainly composed

of NSCs and immature progenitors, which requires further differentia-

tion and maturation in vivo. Although the in vitro differentiation tech-

nology is reliable, the complex microenvironment in vivo may affect

the fate of transplanted cells and cause cell heterogeneity. Indeed,

single-cell RNA sequencing data revealed that the grafted dopaminer-

gic progenitors not only generated neurons, but also produced glial

and vascular-like cells,67 as well as choroid plexus epithelia-like cells.34

In addition, several studies have revealed that NSCs will give rise to

neurons, oligodendrocytes, and astrocytes in spinal cord, while differ-

ent NSC lines may exhibit different ratios of the three cell

types.61,68-70 Hence, it is important to confirm whether the

cell product has converted into the desired cell type in vivo, and

whether there are dangerous cell types present.71

4.6 | Cell efficacy evaluation

Efficacy evaluation in animal models is a prerequisite for clinical trials/

studies. An ideal animal model should reproduce the pathological

lesion and behavioral symptoms seen in patients as closely as possible.

Since rodents are readily available and low cost, using mouse and rat

models is a common strategy in efficacy testing. On the other hand,

compared with small animals, nonhuman primate models have more

advantages in neurological diseases research,72 since they are

more likely to improve the predictive accuracy of cell dose effects and

efficacy in humans. No matter which animal model is used, effective

behavior evaluation methods and standards should be developed and

used to prove the efficacy of the cell product. Functional endpoints

may include the study of cell innervation, neural circuit reconstruction,

pathological improvement, and behavior improvement and should

inform understanding of the possible mechanism of action (eg, cell

replacement, factor secretion, or others). In addition, researchers are

encouraged to publish preclinical results in peer-reviewed journal for

rigor validation. Several clinical studies using hPSC-derived neuronal

cells are under way (Table 1).

5 | CHALLENGES AND FUTURE
PERSPECTIVES

5.1 | A ready-to-use cryopreserved format

Striking advances in cell cryopreservation, particularly neuronal cell

cryopreservation, pave the way for cell replacement therapy. As a kind

of innovative treatment, one challenge for effective cell product is the

issue of formulation development. As described earlier, cryopreserved

cell product has advantages in QC and safety testing. Up until now,

however, most frozen products need post-thaw washing and concen-

tration procedures to remove dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and/or

excipients prior to infusion. Such additional handling increases the

safety risk due to changes during cryopreservation, thawing, and

recovery of cell products and may compromise cell stability.78 In the

future, a ready-to-use neuronal cell product with fewer excipients,

simpler cryopreservation solution (even DMSO-free), no additional

operation or simple dilution before administration will be a major

research direction for formulation development.49 Other cryoprotec-

tants, such as glycerol, which is already a pharmaceutical excipient,79

have long been considered as an alternative. A recent report showed

that ground squirrel (a hibernating mammal) iPSC-derived neurons

have distinct pathways in response to cold, which are critical for cold

tolerance.80 Such a mechanism displays long-term cold tolerance

potential of mammal neuronal cells; furthermore, it will greatly pro-

mote the clinical application of neuronal cells.
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TABLE 1 Preclinical studies using hPSC-derived neuronal cells

Cell product Disease
Registration no./
program name Reference In vitro study Animal In vivo study

hiPSC-derived
dopaminergic
progenitors

PD R000038278 Kikuchi et al73 and
Doi et al34

Marker expression;
differentiation ability;
electrophysiological
analysis; dopamine
release; genome
analysis; single-cell
analysis; residual
plasmids; residual
pluripotent cells;
mycoplasma;
endotoxin; sterility

NOG mice; 6-OHDA-
lesioned nude rat;
MPTP-lesioned
monkey

Marker expression;
toxicity;
tumorigenicity;
biodistribution; graft
size; imaging (MRI,
PET-CT); efficacy

hiPSC-derived
neural stem/
progenitor cells

SCI jRCTa031190228 Nakamura et al74 and
Nori et al75

Marker expression;
differentiation ability;
electrophysiological
analysis

SCI in NOD/SCID mice Marker expression; cell
tracing; tumorigenicity;
synapse connection;
cell counting; efficacy

Human
parthenogenetic
ESC-derived
dopaminergic
neurons

PD NCT03119636 Wang et al37 Marker expression;
electrophysiological
analysis; differentiation
ability; residual
pluripotent cells;
mycoplasma;
endotoxin; bacteria
and fungi

SCID mice; MPTP-
lesioned monkey

Marker expression; cell
counting;
tumorigenicity; blood
biochemistry; cell
tracing; graft size;
dopamine release;
imaging (MRI); efficacy

Human
parthenogenetic
ESC-derived
neural stem cells

PD NCT02452723 Gonzalez et al76 and
Garitaonandia et al38

Marker expression;
differentiation ability;
bacteria and fungi;
mycoplasma;
karyotype; residual
pluripotent cells; RNA-
seq

Nude rat; MPTP-
lesioned monkey

Marker expression; cell
counting;
tumorigenicity;
biodistribution;
efficacy

hESC-derived
astrocytes

ALS NCT03482050 Izrael et al24 Marker expression;
differentiation ability;
karyotype; pluripotent
cells residuals;
biological functionality

SOD1G93A transgenic
mice and rats;
immunodeficient NSG
mice

Marker expression; cell
counting;
tumorigenicity;
biodistribution;
efficacy

hESC-derived
oligodendrocyte
progenitors

SCI NCT02302157 Priest et al41 Marker expression;
differentiation ability;
sterility; mycoplasma;
biological functionality

Thoracic SCI athymic
nude rats; Shiverer/
Rag2 mice; SCID/Bg
mice

Marker expression;
tumorigenicity;
biodistribution;
efficacy

Human autologous
iPSC-derived
dopaminergic
progenitors

PD — Song et al44 Marker expression;
differentiation ability;
karyotype;
electrophysiological
analysis; residual
pluripotent cells;
residual plasmids;
dopamine release;
genome analysis;
mycoplasma

NOD/SCID mice;
Athymic rats;
6-OHDA-lesioned
athymic rats

Marker expression; cell
counting;
tumorigenicity;
biodistribution;
efficacy

hESC-derived
dopaminergic
progenitors

PD STEM-PD trial Kirkeby et al,54

Nolbrant al,45 Tiklova
et al,67 and Grealish
et al20

Marker expression;
differentiation ability;
electrophysiological
analysis; residual
pluripotent cells;
mycoplasma;
endotoxin; sterility;
single-cell analysis

6-OHDA-lesioned rats;
athymic “nude” rats

Marker expression; cell
counting; graft size;
tumorigenicity;
biodistribution;
predictive biomarkers;
imaging (MRI, PET-CT);
efficacy

hESC-derived
dopaminergic
progenitors

PD NCT04802733 Kikuchi et al,73

Nakamura et al,74

Kriks et al,77 and
Ganat et al29

Marker expression;
differentiation ability;
residual pluripotent
cells; mycoplasma;
endotoxin;
electrophysiological
analysis; dopamine
release; RNA-seq;
sterility

6-OHDA-lesioned
mice/rat; SCID mice;
MPTP-lesioned
monkey

Marker expression; cell
counting; graft size;
biodistribution;
toxicology;
tumorigenicity;
efficacy

Abbreviations: ALS, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; ESC, embryonic stem cells; hESC, human embryonic stem cells; hiPSC, human induced pluripotent stem cells; hPSC,
human pluripotent stem cells; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; MPTP, 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine; NOD, non-obese diabetes; NSG, NOD-SCID
IL2rg-/-; PD, Parkinson's disease; PET-CT, Positron Emission Tomography-Computed Tomography; SCI, spinal cord injury; 6-OHDA, 6-hydroxydopamine.
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5.2 | Alternative markers for functional assay

Prediction of neural maturation and outcome in vivo is still a challenge

for cell replacement. Since the maturation and integration of grafted

neuronal cells requires several months, it takes a lot of time and ani-

mals for functional evaluation. The identification of alternative

markers will greatly improve the cell quality and research efficiency

and may provide the basis for product potency assays to use in

release testing. Notably, the Parmar group defined the relationship

between gene expression and in vivo outcomes of dopaminergic pro-

genitors by RNA-Seq.56 The group identified several groups of

markers that correlate with graft volume, neuron yield, and density,

which has significantly promoted the progress of research in the field.

It is expected that more biomarkers that can predict in vivo function

will be discovered but importantly will need investment in validation

as in the work of the Parmar group.

5.3 | Hypoimmunogenic cell product

Immune rejection is one of the most important issues for cell replace-

ment therapy as the vast majority of trials use allogenic cell products.

Neuronal cell replacement therapies that work by reconstructing miss-

ing cells or enzymes require long-term survival of the engrafted cells.

Although the CNS is considered as a relatively immune privileged site,

many nonhuman primates' studies revealed that immunological rejec-

tion of allogeneic cells in the brain still exists.81,82 So far, the tradi-

tional method to overcome this issue is using immunosuppressive

drugs. These immunosuppressive drugs can bring side effects, and

increase the risk of infection and tumor formation, which may be life-

threatening, particularly for the elderly which are a key cohort for

therapies for degenerative diseases.

The most feasible approach is to generate universally compatible

cells. There are two ways to achieve this goal: One is HLA silencing of

hPSCs by gene editing. Recent work has proved the reliability of this

strategy in vitro and in vivo.83,84 To our knowledge, there is no report

on the application of such engineering universal neuronal cells yet.

The other option is collection of hPSCs lines with various HLA types

or haplotypes. This strategy has been validated by nonhuman pri-

mates and has been tried in clinical research.31 However, both

methods have their advantages and disadvantages. It is pivotal to col-

lect strong evidence proving the safety and hypoimmunogenicity of

cells prior to clinical applications.85

In conclusion, despite the rapid advances in clinical studies of

hPSC-derived neuronal cell, many challenges still exist. It remains

imperative to carefully consider the issues mentioned above. Our

work indicates that further studies are required to improve the safety

and efficacy of neuronal cell product and in particular potential tumor-

igenicity and functional potency assays.
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